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On March 18, 2020, the Government of Saskatchewan declared a provincial state of emergency outlining 
specific measures. Over the last several months regulatory and legislative amendments have been made to 
assist employees and employers. This includes changes to The Saskatchewan Employment Act on March 17, 
2020 to create an unpaid public health leave and amendments to The Employment Standards Regulations on 
March 20, 2020 and again on May 20, 2020 to provide for temporary layoffs during a public emergency.

We know that as employers are making decisions about how best to ensure the health and safety of workers 
and of citizens they serve, there are a number of questions that have arisen. The information below is 
intended to assist employers and employees at this time. 

Public Health Emergency Leave - Announced March 17, 2020
Who does the public health emergency leave apply to and what does it include?

This leave is intended for employees to assist in protecting their jobs during leaves as ordered by their 
employer, the government, their doctor, or the chief medical health officer of the province to isolate 
themselves or, if they are required to care for their child or family member who are affected by the order or 
direction of the Government of Saskatchewan or an order of the chief medical health officer.

• e.g. order of chief medical health officer: when returning from outside of Canada, individuals must isolate 
for 14 days

• e.g. order of chief medical health officer: self-isolating due to close contact with someone who tested 
positive

In order to ensure the health and safety of the public, employees who have been informed by their employer 
that they provide critical public health and safety services based on the direction from government are not 
entitled to this leave. 

How long is the leave for?

Employees will be entitled to leave for the length of time they are ordered by their employer, government, 
their doctor or the chief medical health officer. 
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Is the public health emergency leave paid leave?

This is an unpaid leave. However, employees are entitled to be paid their regular wages if their employer 
authorizes them to work from home during the period of time as set out by the order of the employer, chief 
medical health officer or government.

Is there a minimum employment time required for the leave?

No. Employees do not have to have worked for an employer for any set time.

Do I need to give my employer notice to take leave?

While notice is not required, employees are encouraged to be in regular contact with their employer 
regarding their leave.

Do I need to give notice to return to work?

While notice is not required it is encouraged that you stay in contact with your employer to ensure a smooth 
transition back to work. 

How long can I take the leave?

The length of time will depend on the public health order and may be different in each individual 
circumstance. The protected leave is for as long as the public health order is in place.

• e.g. returning to Canada from vacation outside of the country:  individuals need to isolate for 14 days.

• e.g. caring for children who are out of school: if you are able to find alternate means of care you may be 
on leave for a couple of days only or longer periods of time.

Is the public health emergency leave in place right now?

Yes. The unpaid leave is effective retroactive to March 6, 2020.

My employer has told me that I can’t access the public health emergency leave because my position is 
critical to public health and safety. How can I check that?

Critical public health and safety services are listed on the following link: saskatchewan.ca/government/
health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-
health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/list-of-critical-public-
services-and-allowable-business-services

Do I need a doctor’s note to access the leave? If I am ill, can my employer ask for a doctor’s note? 

The doctor’s note is waived for the leave. However, employees will still be expected to give a doctor’s note as 
may be required by their employer if the illness or injury is unrelated to COVID-19.

What about sick workers?

If the employee is ill, then The Saskatchewan Employment Act protects the employee from discriminatory 
action for either 12 days or 12 weeks, depending on the severity of the illness. Severity may depend on the 
impact of this illness on the employee.  

What about workers whose place of business has closed temporarily or permanently 

Group termination notice is not required during the public emergency period. However, employers must 
notify the minister of Labour Relations and Workplace Safety as soon as possible after the termination.

Employers can lay the employees off temporarily or permanently terminate employment. 

https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/list-of-critical-public-services-and-allowable-business-services
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/list-of-critical-public-services-and-allowable-business-services
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/list-of-critical-public-services-and-allowable-business-services
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/list-of-critical-public-services-and-allowable-business-services
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What about workers who need to take time off to care for their children when the school or school division 
has moved to remote learning? Is this leave paid? 

These workers are entitled to job protected leave under the new public health emergency leave provisions. 
This would be considered unpaid leave, however employees would be entitled to employer benefit plans and 
provisions of collective agreements where applicable. 

Employees are entitled to be paid their regular wages if their employer authorizes them to work from home 
during the period of time as set out by the order of the chief medical health officer or government. 

If I choose not to send my child to school, am I entitled to a leave of absence from my employer?

The Saskatchewan Employment Act provides an employee a public health emergency leave when they 
must provide care or support to their child or family member who is affected by an order or direction of 
Government or the chief medical health officer.  Children were affected by a direction of Government when 
schools were closed, so parents were entitled to this leave to stay home to look after their children while 
ensuring their job was protected. When schools are open, employers are no longer required to provide this 
leave. However, employers may decide to provide a leave by their own policy or through mutual agreement 
between employee and employer.

What about freelance workers, contract workers, and gig workers?

The Saskatchewan Employment Act does not apply to self-employed individuals such as freelance workers, 
independent contractors or business owner operators. 

The federal government has made several announcements around employment insurance and other benefits 
available at this time. For more information, we encourage individuals to visit canada.ca

Can I access a public health emergency leave if I am concerned with exposure to COVID-19 at work?

The new unpaid public emergency leave can be accessed when the World Health Organization has 
determined that there is a public health emergency and the province’s chief medical health officer has also 
issued an order that measures be taken to reduce the spread of a disease; or the province’s chief medical 
health officer has independently issued an order that measures be taken provincially to reduce the spread of a 
disease where it is believed there is sufficient risk of harm to citizens of the province. The orders would also be 
made public to ensure everyone is aware of the direction. 

Unless they provide critical public health and safety services, an employee is entitled to a public health 
emergency leave if:

1. they are ordered to self-isolate by a doctor, the government, the chief medical health officer, or their 
employer, or

2. must care for a child or adult family member who is affected by an order of government or the chief 
medical health officer.

Otherwise, employees are expected to be at work as scheduled. Employees and employers should 
communicate regularly to identify and address any issues or concerns in an effort to ensure employees are 
safe at work. 

Employers have the responsibility to provide a safe and healthy workplace for employees and environment 
for customers; and workers have the right to refuse unusually dangerous work. If you are concerned with 
exposure and you feel your workplace is unsafe, you are encouraged to discuss reasonable protection 
measures with your employer, raise the issue with your occupational health and safety committee, and consult 
with safety resources found at saskatchewan.ca/COVID19. If the concerns raised result in the decision by a 
doctor, the government, the chief medical health officer or your employer that you are required to be away 

https://www.canada.ca/en.html
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/COVID19#utm_campaign=q2_2015&utm_medium=short&utm_source=%2FCOVID19
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from work to self-isolate according to the chief medical health officer’s order, then you will be able to access 
the public health emergency leave. 

During the various phases of the Re-Open Saskatchewan plan, does the public health emergency leave 
still apply?

The protected leave can be accessed for as long as the public health order is in place in accordance with the 
legislation. At different phases of the Re-Open Saskatchewan plan the orders may change.

The Re-Open Sasaktchewan plan can be found on saskatchewan.ca.

What if a business is allowed to open but chooses not to because of COVID-19 concerns; will staff still be 
entitled to the unpaid public health emergency leave?

The public health emergency leave is still available for those individuals that have to: self-isolate, stay home 
due to an order, provide care or support to an adult family member affected by an order, or have to care for a 
child at home due to a school closure. Employers that stay closed can still use the temporary layoff provisions 
that allow for a layoff for two weeks following the duration of the public emergency period without notice or 
pay instead of notice. 

Layoff Provisions - Announced March 20 and amended May 20, 2020
How do the layoff provisions work during a public emergency?

An employer has the option to implement a temporary layoff as part of their response to the public 
emergency during an order of the medical health officer or an emergency declaration by the Government of 
Saskatchewan. With the amended regulation, if the employment relationship provides for layoffs, an employer 
may temporarily lay off an employee for up to two weeks following the public emergency period without 
having to provide notice or pay instead of notice to the employee.

Employees on a temporary layoff would still be considered employees but would be able to apply for Federal 
Employment Insurance Benefits.

Does this delay my eligibility for pay instead of notice if my employment was terminated?

No. If you have not been laid off and your employment has been permanently terminated you would be 
eligible for pay instead of notice payable within 14 days of the termination. 

With this new provision, employers may adjust their layoff and termination provisions with their employees as 
part of their expectations to bring those employees back to work within two weeks after the end of a public 
emergency.

What happens at the end of the two weeks following the end of the public emergency?

An employer can lay off an employee for maximum of two weeks following the end of the public emergency 
period. The employee would be entitled to pay instead of notice if they have not been scheduled to work after 
the two weeks.

What is the two additional weeks for?

The additional time is a “grace period” to allow employers and employees time to prepare to return to 
work. Employers are required to inform employees of their work schedule before the end of the two weeks. 
Employment of employees who have not been scheduled is considered terminated and pay instead of notice 
is due within 14 days. Pay instead of notice is calculated from date the employee was first laid off.

https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/re-open-saskatchewan-plan/re-open-saskatchewan
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If my employer doesn’t reinstate me how much pay instead of notice will I get?

If you have worked more than 13 weeks prior to the temporary layoff and you are laid off for more than two 
weeks following the public emergency period, you will be entitled to pay instead of notice based on your 
service with that employer as well as the temporary layoff period. The pay instead of notice varies from one 
week if you have worked more than 13 weeks but less than a year, up to eight weeks if you have worked more 
than 10 years.

Length of Service Notice by Employer
13 weeks to 1 year 1 week
1 year to 3 years 2 weeks
3 years to 5 years 4 weeks
5 years to 10 years 6 weeks
More than 10 years 8 weeks

What earnings will be used to determine my pay instead of notice?

Under normal circumstances average earnings for the past 13 weeks are used to determine the pay instead of 
notice assessment. However, during the public emergency leave, while the temporary layoff provisions are in 
place, employees are not likely to be earning their typical wages even if they returned to work fully or partially 
due to changes in business operations. The pay instead of notice assessment will be based on average weekly 
earnings prior to layoff notice date. 

Can staff be recalled during a layoff?

Yes. During the layoff, employees can be recalled. Employees are still employed during a layoff and are 
obligated to return to work.

What if staff refuse to return to work during the layoff? 

Employees are required to return to work. However, we encourage employers to listen to and address 
employee concerns with returning to work, especially if they are about health and safety. There are health and 
safety resources on saskatchewan.ca/COVID19 for employers and employees to access. If employees don’t 
return to work as directed, they may end up being considered as abandoning their job and therefore to have 
resigned, which can affect their access to federal programs.

What if I don’t qualify for Employment Insurance?

With the enhanced coverage from the federal government, it is anticipated that individuals who have been 
laid off will have options for compensation. Please contact www.canada.ca for more information about 
Employment Insurance. 

Do Employment Insurance payments or other federal or provincial support payments during layoff off-set 
or exempt an employer from pay instead of notice? 

No. During a public emergency, the employee deemed terminated is owed pay instead of notice if the periods 
of time without work exceeds two weeks following the public emergency. This is separate from special benefit 
programs that laid off employees may be entitled to by government agencies during the layoff.

What financial assistance is available to employers/business to assist them?

The federal government has made several announcements around employment insurance and other benefits 
available at this time. For more information, we encourage individuals to visit www.canada.ca.

http://Saskatchewan.ca/COVID19
http://www.canada.ca
https://www.canada.ca/en.html
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Can the employer reduce the hours staff work every day in an attempt to prevent layoffs? 

Reducing daily hours does not mean the employee is laid off. However, this may be a fundamental change to 
the employment contract it may lead to constructive dismissal claims. A lawyer may need to be consulted. 

As an employer, what if I reduce work by a work day or two a week?

This would not lead to a layoff involving pay instead of notice under the legislation. However, such a 
reduction, without employee agreement, may lead to constructive dismissal claims if it isn’t in your 
employment contract. Seek legal advice if you are thinking of this option for your business.  

How do the new layoff provisions apply to seasonal layoffs? What if I am not recalled as normal during this 
public emergency?

There is no requirement under the legislation to recall seasonal staff.

Do the layoff provisions in my collective bargaining agreement or employment contract take precedent 
over the regulatory changes made?

Employment standards are the minimum entitlements and conditions of employment that apply to all work 
performed in Saskatchewan. However, if the collective agreement or other employment contracts exceed 
employment standards, then follow those provisions. Those agreements are not permitted to fall below 
employment standards legislation.

Can the employer take back the pay instead of notice that they have given employees? Is that a legal 
deduction?

If the employer has paid pay instead of notice when they were not legally required to and the employee 
refuses to return it, then the employer will have to pursue this in court. Since The Saskatchewan Employment 
Act doesn’t allow a wage deduction to recover an overpayment, there is no mechanism in legislation to require 
an employee to return that money.

How will the Employment Standards Division look at dismissals for organizations accessing the new wage 
subsidy program? Would they enforce constructive dismissal claims if employees earn 75 per cent of what 
they were paid and the employers didn’t top up wages but maintained their employment?

The Employment Standards investigative and enforcement practice has been that an employee would have 
to quit to claim constructive dismissal in Saskatchewan. If the nature of the job changes leading to changes in 
wages or if the job remains the same and the employer changes wages but the employee continues to work 
for the employer – then the employee has indicated agreement to the change in employment contract. If the 
employee quits due to the change in wages, we would investigate to see if the job changed leading to change 
in wages or if the employer reduced wages without changes to the job and determine constructive dismissal 
based on investigation finding.

Employees always have the option to pursue civil action if we do not assess a constructive dismissal claim. 

How does Employment Standards approach complaints of employers reducing wages or hours but 
maintaining employment through the public emergency?

The Employment Standards investigative and enforcement practice has been that an employee would 
have to quit to claim constructive dismissal in Saskatchewan. If the nature of the job changes which may 
in turn lead to changes in wages or if the job remains the same and the employer changes wages but the 
employee continues to work for the employer – then the employee has in effect, agreed to the change in the 
employment contract. If the employee quits due to the change in wages, we would investigate to see if the 
job changed which could have led to a change in wages or if the employer reduced wages without changes 
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to the job and determine constructive dismissal based on investigation finding. Employees always have the 
option to pursue civil action if Employment Standards doesn’t assess for pay instead of notice following a 
constructive dismissal.

What if an employer laid off an employee prior to the public emergency layoff provisions came into force 
and now the employee is waiting for their pay-in-lieu of notice and has filed a claim with Employment 
Standards?

The legislation does not require employers to provide notice on layoffs. However, in the interest of clarity 
with their staff, most employers are doing so and we encourage them to continue. However, should such an 
employee file a claim with Employment Standards, we would investigate to determine if the business closed 
during the public emergency period. If that is the case, then pay instead of notice would not be owed until 
two weeks following the end of the public emergency, as the change to the legislation is a matter of public 
record and has been communicated through a variety of public forums. While the employer would receive 
the benefit of time, the employee would not lose their minimum protection of pay in lieu of notice although it 
may be delayed.

As retail and other businesses are allowed to re-open, can employees that have been temporarily laid 
off decline to return to work when their employer contacts them? If they do will they be considered 
terminated?

When an employer is reopening, the employer has the same right to schedule and require an employee’s 
attendance at work as they have always had. It is recommended that the employer work with the employee 
to ensure a smooth transition back to work keeping in mind that some employees may be eligible for public 
health emergency leave.

Employees should be aware that the employer has the right to direct staff to return and employees are 
expected to return according to that direction. Failure to do so may be considered a resignation from 
employment, although the employer needs to provide warning if the employer takes such action.

Do the employees need to be returned to the same position with the same hours and rate of pay?

Employees should be returned to work under the same terms that they were previously employed. If the 
terms are going to change, the employer should give the employee advance notice of the change. Even with 
advance notice an employee may not accept the change and could pursue a claim for pay instead of notice   
on the basis that their contract has been unilaterally changed without notice.

Can an employer reassign an employee to another position or other duties after a layoff, but maintain 
same rate of pay?

Possibly, if the employee agrees to the change or the employer provides proper notice of the change. 
However, this can depend on the amount of change and the employment contract, as a minor change or 
reassignment may be reasonable. However, a week’s notice following the employee’s return is required for a 
schedule change. Legal advice may be required.

Do the employees need to be brought back to work based on how long they have been with the 
employer?

There are no requirements to bring the most senior employees back first; however, employers must keep in 
mind that the temporary layoff provisions only allow a layoff for the duration of the public emergency period. 
If the employee is not scheduled for work after two weeks following the public emergency, pay instead of 
notice would be owing to the employee.
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Why was the duration of temporary layoffs made to depend on the public emergency declaration and 
public health orders?  

Government is responsible, along with the chief medical health officer, to protect the health and safety of 
people in Saskatchewan. Workplace legislation, such as employment standards and occupational health 
and safety, must align with that direction.  Minimum temporary lay off standards were extended to protect 
jobs while employers comply with public health measures during the progression of the COVID-19 public 
emergency. While it was initially anticipated that 16 weeks would be sufficient before orders and directions 
could be lifted and people could return to work, government found that the public emergency would 
be longer and the impact of COVID-19 isn’t limited to a set number of weeks. Therefore, temporary layoff 
timelines, which maintain employment, need to be led by the needs of public safety. 

When government’s public emergency declaration and, or the chief medical health officer ends the 
applicable public health orders, employers have up to two weeks to schedule employees back to work. 
Employees not scheduled by the employer are deemed terminated and must be provided pay instead of 
notice and any unpaid wages within 14 days. 

Where can I find more information?

The Government of Saskatchewan has created a single online resource for the most current information, 
statistics and guidelines regarding COVID-19. This information can be accessed at saskatchewan.ca/
COVID19.

Employment Insurance contact info: 

• General: 1-800-206-7218

• COVID: 1-833-381-2725

Saskatchewan Employment Standards 1-800-667-1783 or email employmentstandards@gov.sk.ca 

Protection for Workers Accessing Federal Recovery Benefits - Announced 
February 3, 2021
Do I have to have worked for my employer for a specific amount in order to be protected from action 
against my employment (for instance job loss or demotion) if I access the Canada Recovery Sickness 
Benefit or the Caregiving Benefit?

No. You are protected from when you started work with your employer and while you are applying for or 
receiving either the Canada Recovery Sickness Benefit or the Canada Recovery Caregiving Benefit.

Can my employer fire me if I don’t tell them before I take time off from work to access the sickness or 
caregiving benefit?

No. It is against the law for your employer to take any discriminatory action, such as firing, loss of 
opportunity, demotion, discipline or intimidation, because you are accessing these federal benefits.

I need to be off work to look after my child and am applying for the federal caregiving benefit. But I am 
not sure yet if I am eligible for it. Am I still protected if I am away from work?

Yes. You are protected if you believe you might be eligible. However, you must return to work if you find out 
you are not eligible. There is no protection if you are absent from work for reasons not relating to accessing 
these federal benefits. 

http://saskatchewan.ca/COVID19
http://saskatchewan.ca/COVID19
mailto:employmentstandards%40gov.sk.ca?subject=
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If am away from work but I am denied recovery benefits, am I still protected?

Yes, as long as it’s reasonable that you believed you were eligible. However, you must return to work if you 
find out you are not eligible. There is no protection if you are absent from work for reasons not relating to 
accessing these federal benefits.

Do I have to inform my employer of the reasons for my absence from work while I access these benefits? 
Can my employer require me to provide medical evidence?

While you need to tell your employer why you are away from work; your employer cannot require you to 
provide medical evidence or evidence of your application for benefits. 

Do I have to notify my employer that I will be away from work?

Yes. The employer can’t take action against your employment if you don’t provide advance notice. However, 
you are required to provide as much notice as possible before you are away and when you return. 

As an employer, does this protection prevent me from taking action against an employee related to poor 
performance or misconduct?

No. An employer may take action against an employee  for reasons unrelated to the employee being absent to 
access these benefits.

How is this protection different than a Public Health Emergency Leave?

This protection is tied to an employee’s eligibility for the federal recovery sickness and caregiving benefits.  
There are different conditions and eligibility requirements for each. This protection was put in place to ensure 
access to the federal programs. For example, if the public health orders in Saskatchewan were lifted, the public 
health emergency leave would not apply, however an employee would still have protection to access the 
federal sickness benefit.

How long does this protection last? 

You are protected for as long as you are away from work and accessing or applying for the federal recovery 
sickness and or caregiving benefit programs. 

Do I have to notify my employer in advance of my return to work after accessing the federal sickness or 
caregiving programs?

Yes, you must inform your employer in advance of your return to work. You should provide as much notice as 
reasonably possible.

Where do I go to find out if am eligible for these benefits?

Information is available at on the ‘Canada’s COVID-19 Economic Response Plan’ page on Canada.ca.

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-finance/economic-response-plan.htm
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Occupational Health and Safety - Accessing COVID-19 Vaccinations - 
Announced March 18, 2021
The occupational health and safety regulations were amended to add a specific section that addresses time 
away from work for COVID-19 vaccinations. 

How much time are employees able to take off work to access a COVID-19 vaccination?

Upon request to an employer, workers are able to take a minimum of three consecutive hours of paid time off 
to receive a COVID-19 vaccine during work hours. Employers can provide more than three hours off if they feel 
it is warranted to receive the vaccine.

Each employer needs to have conversations with their staff about what is a reasonable time away for a 
vaccination. The three hours is a minimum amount of time, however an employer can allow for more than 
three consecutive hours leave if it is warranted.

Can’t workers just get vaccinated after hours like they would for other common vaccinations such as the 
flu?

Allowing workers to take time off with pay is one way we can make it easier for everyone to access the vaccine 
when their turn comes up. We also want to ensure that the health care system is not inundated if everyone in 
workplaces needed to receive a vaccination only after hours.

Will employers be responsible for any cost associated with the vaccine?

No. The province is making the vaccine available free of charge to citizens.

Will government reimburse employers for having to provide paid time for employees to receive the 
vaccine during work hours?

There will not be a cost recovery program associated with this new regulation.

Can an employer request that a worker show proof of having had a COVID-19 vaccine?

No, workers cannot be required to show proof of a COVID-19 vaccine.

Can you provide an example of when more than three hours of leave would be warranted?

An example would be where a worker is required to travel from a remote location to receive a vaccination.

Are employers responsible for paid time off if the worker has a reaction to the vaccine and needs to stay 
home or be hospitalized?

No. If a worker needs to be away from the office as a result of a reaction to the vaccine they will need to use 
sick leave or other leave options that may be available to them.

Most of the vaccines require two shots, can employees use paid time off for a minimum of three hours 
each time or is it a cumulative amount of time?

The paid time off is for one vaccination shot.

Can workers who have had their first shot now take paid time to receive a second dose of the vaccine?

Yes. In this circumstance upon request, workers would be entitled to a minimum of three consecutive hours of 
paid time off to get their second dose if vaccinated during work hours.
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If a worker receives paid time for their first dose of the vaccine can, can employers require a worker to take 
sick leave or vacation time to receive a second shot?

Employers and workers should discuss options to determine the best way for workers to get a second dose as 
currently the paid time off is for one dose only.

Can workers split the three-hour minimum time between the two shots?

The current regulations indicate that the leave is for three consecutive hours not a total of three hours.

Can employers determine when a worker gets time off for a vaccination?

Workers are required to request time away. Workers and employers must work together to arrange a mutually 
acceptable time to ensure operational requirements are met in the workplace.

If a worker is only part time are they still entitled to paid time off for getting vaccinated?

Yes. Workers who are part time employees are still able to request time off to receive the COVID-19 vaccine 
during work hours.

Will a worker be entitled to paid time for receiving the vaccine outside of working hours?

Under the COVID-19 vaccination leave a worker being vaccinated outside work hours would not be entitled to 
reimbursement.

If a worker already received a COVID-19 vaccination and had to take personal time or other leave can they 
now claim the cost of time back to the employer?

No. The paid time off for a minimum of three consecutive hours only begins when the regulations come into 
force which is March 18, 2021.

Does this change the current regulation that indicates employers are required to have an exposure control 
plan which includes making vaccinations available to employees when infectious material or organism 
pose a significant risk to a worker?

No, the current regulation remains in place, however the new leave is only for the COVID-19 vaccination.

If a worker needs to be vaccinated against an infectious material or organism other than COVID-19 then the 
regulatory section on exposure control plans would apply.

Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) - General - 2021
What can employers do to limit exposure to COVID-19 for employees?

Under The Occupational Health and Safety Regulations, 2020, employers must take every reasonable precaution 
to protect the health and safety of workers. This includes following the Re-open Saskatchewan guidelines and 
public health orders.

Due to the increased risk if COVID-19 in the province, employers are also required to develop and implement 
an exposure control plan for their workplace. Section 6-22 of the regulations specifies the elements that must 
be included in the plan. 

The exposure control plan must be written and made available to all employees. Employers must ensure staff 
are properly trained on the safety measures identified in the plan.

You do not need to submit your plan for approval to any ministry or officials within government. However, if 
an occupational health officer conducts a worksite visit they may ask to see a copy of the plan.
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How do I develop and implement an exposure control plan?

Information on conducting a hazard assessment and developing an exposure control plan can be found on 
the WorkSafe Saskatchewan website. The information includes a checklist employers can use to assess hazards 
in the workplace, implement protocols to reduce hazards, develop policies and communicate the plan to 
employees. 

Employers who have an industry safety association can direct questions about developing and implementing 
a plan to the approriate safety association. A list of industry safety associations can be found on the WorkSafe 
Saskatchewan website. 

The Workers’ Compensation Board Employer Resource Centre is also available to answer questions about 
developing and implementing exposure control plans. Contact them by phone at 1-833-961-0042, or by email 
at ERC@wcbsask.com. 

What type of personal protective equipment is required for the businesses that are allowed to reopen? 

Employers and workers are encouraged to ensure they understand their workplace health and safety 
guidelines and responsibilities to meet the requirements of the public health orders.

The Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) has developed a guideline, titled “Risk mitigation tool for 
workplaces/businesses operating during the COVID-19 pandemic” that provides a risk assessment tool. The 
risk assessment tool is designed to help business owners and employers in identifying types of risks/exposures 
within their workplace and how to mitigate the risks through public health.

Information on safety requirements for the workplace are available on the Government of Saskatchewan 
website: saskatchewan.ca/COVID19, such as COVID-19 Appropriate Use of Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) Information for Employers.

Additional resources for workplaces are available at:

• WorkSafe Saskatchewan: www.worksafesask.ca/covid-19

• Workers Compensation Board (SK): http://www.wcbsask.com

Can an employee refuse to work, because of a lack of PPE?

Employees have the right to refuse to do any specific job or task which they have reasonable grounds to 
believe is unusually dangerous. The danger may be to the individual or to any other person. You cannot be 
fired or disciplined for using this right.

You are required to follow the proper procedures when refusing work. 

Can I continue to operate my business without PPE outlined in the safety requirements for workplaces?

Employers are responsible for the health and safety of employees when in the workplace and as such need to 
take the appropriate measures of protection. If PPE supplies are required in order to continue, or to re-open, 
businesses should determine their specific needs and procure appropriate supplies directly.

Who is going to enforce the distancing and cleaning guidelines outlined for workplaces?

Employers are responsible for the health and safety of their employees. To report situations where an 
individual or business is suspected of being in non-compliance with public health orders, complete the form 
available at: saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-
procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/
public-health-orders/non-compliance-reporting-form

https://www.worksafesask.ca/covid-19/conducting-a-hazard-assessment-and-developing-an-exposure-control-plan/
https://www.worksafesask.ca/resources/saskatchewan-safety-associations/
https://www.worksafesask.ca/resources/saskatchewan-safety-associations/
mailto:ERC%40wcbsask.com?subject=
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/2019-novel-coronavirus-infection/guidance-documents/risk-informed-decision-making-workplaces-businesses-covid-19-pandemic.html
http://saskatchewan.ca/COVID19
http://www.worksafesask.ca/covid-19
http://www.wcbsask.com
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/business/safety-in-the-workplace/rights-and-responsibilities-in-the-workplace/duties-and-rights-of-workers
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/non-compliance-reporting-form
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/non-compliance-reporting-form
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/public-health-measures/public-health-orders/non-compliance-reporting-form
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How can I operate my business if I can’t meet the physical distancing requirements?

In the event that an allowable business service is unable to maintain two metre distancing, other measures 
such as self-monitoring of personal health or supervision by infection prevention and control officers or 
occupational health and safety officer in the workplace shall be applied.

Can I refuse unusually dangerous work?

You have the right to refuse to do any specific job or task which you have reasonable grounds to believe is 
unusually dangerous. The danger may be to you or to any other person. An unusual danger could include:

• A danger that is not normal for the job (e.g., repairing a roof in dangerous winds);

• A danger that would normally stop work (e.g., operating a forklift with a flat tire); or

• A situation for which you are not properly trained, equipped, or experienced to do the work assigned (e.g., 
cleaning windows on a tall building with no fall protection equipment or training).

You cannot be fired or disciplined for using this right. Occupational Health and Safety provides procedures to 
be followed when refusing unussually dangerous work.

Steps for refusing unusually dangerous work:

If your supervisor/employer asks you to perform a specific job or task that you have grounds to believe is 
unusually dangerous, follow these steps:

1. The employee should inform their employer/supervisor that they are refusing work because of a health or 
safety concern. The supervisor should ask the employee what task or tasks they are refusing and why they 
believe the work is unusually dangerous.

2. The employee should not leave the worksite without their employer’s permission.

3. If the worker and supervisor cannot resolve the concern, they should contact their workplace occupational 
health committee (OHC).

4. The OHC will investigate the refusal to determine if there are reasonable grounds to refuse the work. The 
OHC’s decision must be unanimous.

5. If the concern cannot be resolved within the workplace, contact the Occupational Health and Safety 
Division at the Ministry of Labour Relations and Workplace Safety by calling 1-800-567-7233.

6. An occupational health officer will investigate the refusal and provide a written decision on the matter.The 
officer will investigate the refusal and rule on the matter.

Your place of employment may have its own procedures for refusing unusually dangerous work. Ask your 
supervisor, occupational health committee, occupational health and safety representative, and/or union shop 
steward for information.
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How do I refuse to work (employee)/How do I manage a work refusal (employer)?

saskatchewan.ca/business/safety-in-the-workplace/rights-and-responsibilities-in-the-workplace/duties-and-
rights-of-workers,

The following chart illustrates a process an employer might have in place for investigating a work refusal. This 
chart is from WorkSafe Saskatchewan’s occupational health committee training manual.

https://www.saskatchewan.ca/business/safety-in-the-workplace/rights-and-responsibilities-in-the-workplace/duties-and-rights-of-workers
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/business/safety-in-the-workplace/rights-and-responsibilities-in-the-workplace/duties-and-rights-of-workers
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